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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce an annotated dataset of 11,704 unique U.S. news headlines related to critical race theory and its controversies from August 2020 through December 2022. Annotations generated by GPT-4 specify the headline stance and the primary actor in the headline. GPT-4 annotations performed well on the validation dataset, with weighted average F-scores of 0.8339 for headline stance annotations and 0.7625 for primary actor annotations. Along with the annotated headlines and URLs to the full article, we augment the dataset with metrics that are relevant to future research on political polarization, news frame analysis, and regional news coverage. The dataset includes partisan audience bias scores by news source domain, tags for mentions of U.S. states in the article body, and exposure and engagement metrics for articles shared on Reddit. Among other preliminary descriptive analyses, we find that the most frequent headline stance in our dataset is anti-CRT (43.06%), and the most frequent primary actor is political influencers (56.56%). This paper describes the data collection methodology, preliminary descriptive analysis, and possible uses of the dataset for future research in political science, computational social sciences, and natural language processing. Our dataset and replication code is available to access on Zenodo at zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10516190

Introduction
Starting in September 2020, conservative American political figures popularized the term “critical race theory” (CRT) to describe educational curricula and employee training on racial inequality in the United States. Between 2020-2022, CRT remained one of many polarizing political controversies related to racial identity in the U.S. (Ray and Gibbons 2021). News media has played a significant role in shaping the narrative surrounding CRT controversy (Pollock et al. 2022). In fact, some journalists have traced the emergence of CRT controversy to a single Fox News television broadcast, in which conservative commentator Christopher Rufo spoke about the issue on “Tucker Carlson Tonight” and caught the attention of U.S. President Donald Trump.1

Political communications research has previously established that news media issue framing — in other words, how news media emphasizes certain aspects of an issue — can influence political attitudes and public understandings of an issue (Iyengar 1994; Chong and Druckman 2007). Inspired by the ways that news media has shaped the public narrative surrounding CRT, we developed the dataset presented in this paper to aid future interdisciplinary research on online news coverage of CRT controversies.

A main contribution of this dataset is not only a set of online article headlines and URLs, but also a novel set of headline frame annotations that we generated for each article headline. The headline frames are specific to CRT and include two aspects: headline stance and primary actor. We prompted a pre-trained large language model (OpenAI’s GPT-4) to generate the stance and primary actor labels for each headline in our dataset. To supplement the news headlines and annotations, we augmented the dataset with additional preexisting metrics that we believe will be helpful for future research. A summary of all features in our dataset is provided in the following section.

Summary of Dataset Features
Our dataset includes 11,704 unique news article headlines published as 18,686 unique URLs at 1,684 unique web domains from August 2020 through December 2022. To further characterize the landscape of online news coverage of CRT during this period, we augmented the dataset with a series of metrics that may be useful for future researchers who are interested in tracking online news reporting on U.S. social issues. Our dataset includes the following metrics:

- **GDELT articles and their metadata.** The dataset includes data from the GDELT Project DOC 2.0 API: news article headlines, URL(s) to the article, publication date, and the web domain of the URL. Data is first sorted chronologically by date, and then alphabetically by article title.

- **Mentions of U.S. states.** For each headline in the dataset, we track the state-specific search result lists in which the headline appears. 49 columns correspond to mentions of a U.S. state in the article (one column for each state, excluding Washington). A state’s column value is 0 if the state is not mentioned, and >0 if the state is mentioned. If the state is mentioned, then the value counts repetitions; it represents the number of times the same headline appeared in search

---

results corresponding to a different URL.

**CRT issue frames.** All of the CRT-relevant headlines in our dataset are annotated with CRT issue frames. These annotations describe the how the given headline reports on CRT controversies. The issue frames are defined with two aspects: (1) primary actor (educational practitioner, political influencer, impacted actor, or other) and (2) headline stance (anti-CRT, defending CRT, and neutral). The issue frames were developed inductively by human labelers according to the process described in the Methods section and in Table 2. Their values and definitions are provided in Table 1.

**Partisan audience bias scores.** The data is further augmented with partisan audience bias (PAB) scores, which indicate whether the domain of the URL is more likely to be shared by Democrats or Republicans. The PAB scores were developed by Robertson et al. (2018) based on web domains shared by Democrats and Republicans on Twitter. The PAB scores range from -1 to 1, where a score of -1 means that a web domain is shared exclusively by Democrats, a score of 1 means that a domain is exclusively shared by Republicans, and a score of 0 indicates that the domain is shared equally by Democrats and Republicans (Robertson et al. 2018).

**Reddit engagement data.** Using Pushshift Reddit dumps, we collected 6,715 Reddit posts that contain a URL from our dataset of CRT-relevant news URLs. We saved the submission date, submission title, subreddit name and ID, number of subreddit subscribers, number of comments, score (number of upvotes minus number of downvotes), and upvote ratio for each post. This Reddit data may be useful for computational social science work that investigates how CRT news circulated in the Reddit community.

### Motivation and Potential Uses

By publishing this annotated CRT news headlines dataset, we hope that researchers from multiple disciplines will be able to use the data for future research.

Political scientists, for example, might be interested in using the dataset to answer questions about the ways that racial identity issues emerge in U.S. news media. With the combination of metrics available in this dataset, political scientists could explore research questions like: How does CRT controversy spread across different U.S. states? Which U.S. states are “trendsetters” in terms of policy action or national narrative-building? Are Republican-leaning articles (according to PAB) more likely to feature “grassroots” activists (like students and parents) or “top-down” political executives (like presidents and governors)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary actor</th>
<th>Actor role</th>
<th>Example actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational practitioner</td>
<td>Deliver instruction to students</td>
<td>schools, universities, school districts, teachers, professors, school administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political influencer</td>
<td>Represent the political interests and/or policy preferences of the people</td>
<td>governors, school boards, political commentators, the president, political figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacted actor</td>
<td>Participate in the school system without direct influence over policies or educational practices</td>
<td>Students, parents, voters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None /Other</td>
<td>Does not fit any of the other categories</td>
<td>Headlines that do not identify any primary actor. For example: “What is CRT?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headline stance</th>
<th>Stance description</th>
<th>Example headlines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CRT</td>
<td>The headline appears to favor CRT bans and/or make alarmist claims about threats posed by CRT</td>
<td>“The Left Assault on Racist Math Continues: DeSantis Rejects CRT-Riddled Textbooks”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defending CRT</td>
<td>The headline appears to support CRT and/or oppose restrictions on CRT-related curricula</td>
<td>“Guest commentary: Legislation on critical race theory isn’t a good idea”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>The headline is impartial. It reports on news events without favoring one viewpoint or the other.</td>
<td>“Idaho House And Senate Pass Bill Banning Critical Race Theory In Schools”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: CRT news frame labeling scheme with two aspects: primary actor (4 levels) and headline stance (3 levels). The news frame annotation scheme was developed inductively through multiple rounds of collaborative qualitative analysis.
notations. This paper also relates to previous work on NLP methods for issue framing detection in online news articles (Field et al. 2018; Kwak, An, and Ahn 2020). This task also relates more broadly to mainstream NLP tasks like stance detection and semantic role labeling, since the news framing annotations are assigned by the two subfactors “headline stance” and “primary actor.” Future natural language processing work could also make use of the URLs provided in the dataset to access full text versions of news articles to complement the headline-based and URL-based data provided in our dataset.

**Related Work**

**Critical Race Theory Controversy**

Decades before it entered the American political mainstream, the term “critical race theory” (CRT) originated from an academic movement that emphasizes how racial inequality persists in the United States due to systemic racism embedded in American institutions such as the criminal justice system, labor market, and housing market (Crenshaw et al. 1995). Starting in September 2020, conservative American political figures appropriated the term to describe educational curricula and employee training on racial inequality.

Opponents of CRT have made it clear that they aim to roll back any progress made on battling racial inequality and other forms of oppression. Christopher Rufo, a conservative activist and a primary architect of the anti-CRT movement, tweeted: “We have successfully frozen their brand—‘critical race theory’—into the public conversation and are steadily driving up negative perceptions. We will eventually turn it toxic, as we put all of the various cultural insanities under that brand category.”²

Following conservative activists’ pleas to “abolish critical race theory,” President Donald Trump issued an executive order to limit the federal government’s promotion of “diverse concepts” related to race and sex.³ Though the Biden administration rescinded the executive order a few months later, it had already become a rallying cry for Republican politicians and racial conservatives around the country. Indeed, since Trump’s executive order, almost 800 anti-CRT measures have been introduced by government entities at the local, state, and national level (Alexander et al. 2023).

Political science scholarship demonstrates that racial inequality, a primary mobilizing issue of racial conservatives, has transformed throughout history, adapting to new political climates (Siegel 1997; Mendelberg 2001; Alexander 2010; Haney-López 2014). Anti-CRT is the latest form of anti-Blackness that emerged from backlash to the “racial reckoning” of summer 2020.⁴ Conservatives have positioned the anti-CRT movement in opposition to social issues ranging from Black Lives Matter protests, LGBTQ+ school or-

³https://twitter.com/reachrisrufo/status/1371540368714428416
⁵https://www.npr.org/2020/08/16/902179773/summer-of-racial-reckoning-the-match-lit

organizations, transgender rights, and diversity training.⁵

The dataset presented in this paper can provide valuable insight into news media coverage of the anti-CRT movement. The dataset can be used to show how the issue spread throughout states and local municipalities, what frames were used, and who the primary actors were. Also, this analysis can be replicated on the raw dataset of school headlines to investigate other issues simultaneously taking place in American schools.

**The GDELT Project**

To establish a large dataset of online news articles related to critical race theory in the United States, we collected raw data from the GDELT (Global Data on Events, Location and Tone) Project.⁶ The GDELT Project monitors print, broadcast, and web news media in over 100 languages from countries around the world (Leetaru and Schrodt 2013). Although the GDELT Project data contain some offline sources, previous analyses have shown that over 99.9% of news articles on GDELT are collected from the web (Kwak and An 2016).

To create our dataset we used the GDELT Events Database 2.0 DOC API, which provides free and unrestricted access to a database of news archives starting from January 1, 2017 with updates every 15 minutes.⁷ We considered other methods for collecting online news data, such as scraping news websites directly or news aggregators like Google News. However, a major drawback of this approach is that it limits our search to news published in the most recent days or weeks. Since we hoped to track the emergence of critical race theory news coverage from its inception, it was important for our dataset to include robust historical data. Additionally, previous research has shown that the GDELT dataset includes more detailed metadata, wider coverage, and more extensive database of documents compared to similar widely-used datasets, such as the ICEWS (Integrated Conflict Early Warning System) dataset and the Event Registry platform (Ward et al. 2013; Arva et al. 2013; Kwak and An 2016).

**Methods for Data Collection**

Our dataset is based on a set of news articles collected from the GDELT Events Database. After collecting news articles and their basic metadata, we tagged the articles for mentions of U.S. states and determined their relevance to CRT. Then, we augmented the data with headline frame labels (stance and actor), partisan audience bias scores, and engagement metrics from Reddit.

**Querying the GDELT DOC 2.0 API**

First, we conducted a series of GDELT DOC 2.0 API requests to collect the headline, URL, date, and web domain

⁶According to the GDELT Project Terms of Use, GDELT datasets may be redistributed with attribution in any form: https://www.gdeltproject.org/about.html
⁷https://blog.gdeltproject.org/gdelt-doc-2-0-api-debuts/
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of articles about critical race theory controversy. Since conservative commentators brought critical race theory controversy to mainstream media starting in September of 2020, we searched for articles in the date range from August 1, 2020, to December 31, 2022. We further restricted our search to articles published in the United States in English. To cast a wide net, we ran a series of queries with the keywords “school,” with additional queries to track mentions of states in the U.S. By initially collecting broadly, we can normalize future results by total school-related coverage. We collected a maximum of 100 articles per day per state for the following keyword searches (the keyword(s) can appear in the article headline or article text):

- “school”
- “school” and a U.S. state name
- “critical race theory” or “CRT”

After collecting data on articles that mentioned “school,” we tagged articles with a binary relevance variable depending on whether the article headline contained “critical race theory” or “CRT.” By tagging relevance this way, we can analyze the frequency of CRT-relevant headlines as a proportion of total school-related coverage. We defined relevance this way as a “first pass” to isolate articles whose headlines directly mention CRT, rather than articles that may mention CRT less prominently in the article body. Based on qualitative review, we found that this was a reasonably strict rule that mostly prevented false positives (i.e., falsely tagging irrelevant articles as relevant). However, it likely led to false negatives, which we did not systematically diagnose. Note that some false positives were removed later, after clustering analysis (described below).

### Counting U.S. State Mentions and Repetition

We combined the data from multiple searches in two ways: (1) compiling results by unique headlines, and (2) compiling results by unique URLs.

In case (1), we created a dataset where each row represents a unique headline that appears at least once in any GDELT search result. The dataset has a column for each U.S. state, so that each headline can be tagged by the number of times it appears in state-specific results. For example, consider an article that mentions “Florida” and “California” in its headline or body. We would expect this article to appear once in the “Florida” keyword search results and once in the “California” keyword search results, such that the headline’s entry would have FL_count = 1 and CA_count = 1. This indicates that the article headline appears exactly once in each state result list. However, some articles are published multiple times at different URLs. Consider the case that this headline is published once at a Florida NPR web domain, and again at a California NPR domain. In this case, the headline is repeated in our results so FL_count = 2 and CA_count = 2.

For this dataset, the majority of headlines appeared exactly once in the result list. 19.2% of headlines repeated once in the same search result list, and only 6.7% of headlines repeated two or more times. The most-repeated article headline had 83 distinct URLs for the same headline: “Opponents of critical race theory seek to flip school boards.” This headline was from the Associated Press, which shows that repetition may indicate syndication. However, future researchers should be cautious about assigning significance to repeated publication. Previous research suggests that the number of documents from a source in the GDELT database does not correlate with the web traffic of the source (Kwak and An 2016), so we cannot make conclusions about salience or spread of these news sources based on URL repetition alone.

In case (2), we created a dataset where each row represents a unique URL that appears at least once in any GDELT search result. With the same method as described above, each URL was tagged for mentions by U.S. state. This dataset (organized by unique URL) may be more useful than the other dataset (organized by unique headline) when researchers aim to analyze news sources by web domain or access the full article text at the URL, rather than primarily analyzing headlines.

### Headline Frame Detection with GPT-4

In political communications, news framing describes various ways that different news media can report on the same issue (Chong and Druckman 2007). Previous research shows that news framing of a particular issue can significantly influence public attitudes and understandings of an issue (Iyengar 1994; Sophie Lecheler and Hänggli 2015). After collecting 11,704 unique headlines about CRT, we worked to develop a scheme for identifying the news frames that are present in the CRT headlines.

We developed CRT-specific news frames in three phases, which are outlined in Table 2. This process led to frame labels along two different dimensions: primary actor and headline stance. These labels are defined in Table 1.

---

**Table 2: Process for developing CRT-specific issue frames inductively.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Exploratory sample</th>
<th>Define distinct frames</th>
<th>Develop final labeling scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 1:</strong></td>
<td>7 lab members independently reviewed a random sample of 12 CRT-related headlines and reported their findings in a group discussion.</td>
<td>4 lab members independently labeled a random sample of 10 CRT-related headlines based on labels generated in Phase 1. Labelers reported feedback in a group discussion.</td>
<td>2 lab members independently coded 150 headlines and reviewed conflicts to create a final consensus labeled dataset.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8We conducted searches for 49 of 50 states, excluding Washington state due to confusion with Washington, D.C.

9The relevance rule matched headlines that included (“critical” and “race”) or (“race” and “theory”) or “CRT”

10NPR - National Public Radio, operates local stations across the country, which share the news coverage among them.

11We also developed two other frames related to the key action...
After inductively developing CRT issue frames for the headlines, two lab members labeled a ground truth dataset of 50 randomly-selected headlines. Due to concern that the small validation dataset would not be representative of the headlines in the dataset, the two lab members labeled an additional 100 headlines. However, these 100 headlines were not chosen randomly. Instead, in an effort to select a representative sample of headlines, 100 headlines were selected with the following process:

1. Convert unique headlines in the dataset to vector representations using Sentence-BERT (SBERT). SBERT is a modification of the pretrained BERT language model, and so it produces semantically meaningful sentence embeddings (Reimers and Gurevych 2019).
2. Perform unsupervised K-means clustering on the SBERT vectors, with the number of clusters = 100.
3. Calculate the headline at the center of each cluster and add it to the validation dataset.

This process resulted in 100 headlines that were, in theory, semantically distinct and broadly representative of semantic groupings in the headline dataset. An additional use for these headline clusterings was identifying irrelevant headlines that had not been caught in the initial rule-based relevance filter. The labelers determined that four of the 100 clusters were not relevant to CRT. In total, 120 headlines assigned to these clusters were removed. A summary of the removed headlines is available in Table 3.

After the two labelers had annotated all 150 validation examples with frame labels, we calculated inter-rater reliability for the headline stance and primary actor labels. We found substantial agreement between raters for both frame labels (Landis and Koch 1977), although reliability was slightly higher for the headline stance label compared to the primary actor label (Cohen’s kappa = 0.742 and 0.673, respectively). To create one unified validation dataset, the labelers met in person to resolve conflicting labels between their ratings. This resulted in a dataset of consensus labels, which could be used as a ground truth validation set.

To predict frame labels on the 11,704 headlines, we prompted GPT-4, a state-of-the-art large language model developed by OpenAI (OpenAI et al. 2023). We prompted the model using natural language prompts that were as close as possible to the prompts given to the human labelers, with definitions consistent with Table 1 above. In contrast with traditional unsupervised NLP methods like topic modeling and clustering, the GPT-4 zero-shot classification method incorporates high levels of human oversight by leveraging the human-validated labeling scheme and class definitions. Additionally, in contrast with traditional supervised NLP methods like neural networks and Naive Bayes classifiers, GPT-4 does not require a large corpus of training examples to achieve high performance.

The OpenAI API sets rate limits on GPT-4 and charges users by token usage. Therefore, it was relatively expensive and time-consuming to generate the dataset. Our dataset labeling cost about $118 and took about 5 days to generate, even when requests were spread across multiple API keys.

We assessed model performance by comparing the GPT-generated results with our human-labeled consensus dataset (excluding headlines from irrelevant clusters). We found that GPT-4 performed well for predicting both headline stance and primary actor, with weighted average F-scores of 0.8339 and 0.7625 respectively. Theoretically, we could iterate on the GPT-4 prompting method to improve these F-scores. However, since the negative impact for misclassification is relatively low and the cost (in terms of both time and money) of iterative GPT-4 usage is relatively high, we determined that F-scores greater than 0.75 are acceptable. More detailed performance metrics are presented in Table 4.
Matching Partisan Audience Bias Scores

The dataset of CRT-relevant news article URLs was augmented with scores to indicate the partisan audience bias of each URL. Partisan audience bias (PAB) scores were assigned based on the URL domain, which indicates the host news source (for example, the URL https://www.foxnews.com/politics/texas has the domain foxnews.com). For each domain in our dataset, we matched the domain to the PAB scores developed by Robertson et al (2018). The majority of the domains in our dataset (65.1%) matched with domains available in the PAB scores dataset. However, 6,530 URLs (34.9%) are missing PAB scores.

Engagement Metrics from Reddit

To augment our dataset with information that might point toward the level of interest that these articles encountered in the social web, we make use of the Pushshift Reddit dataset toward the level of interest that these articles encountered in the social web, we make use of the Pushshift Reddit dataset (2005-2022) (Baumgartner et al. 2020), which is currently archived at archive.org. Since our period of interest, Aug 2020-Dec 2022, falls within the timeframe in which Pushshift was operating with Reddit’s approval, we were able to download the submission dumps for all 27 months. We exhaustively searched all Reddit submissions (i.e. Reddit posts) and referenced the URL field against our list of article URLs. For the Reddit submission URLs that were included in our GDELT dataset, we saved the submission date, submission title, subreddit name and ID, number of subreddit subscribers, number of comments, score (number of upvotes minus number of downvotes), and upvote ratio.

We found a total of 6,715 Reddit submissions that contained a URL from our CRT news dataset. These submissions matched with 2,612 unique GDELT news article URLs, or about 14.0% of the total number of news URLs in the dataset. Matched Reddit submissions were most commonly posted in news aggregator subreddits (like r/TheNewsFeed and r/BreitbartNews) and conservative political subreddits (like r/Conservative and r/Republican). The average score of the Reddit submissions (number of upvotes minus number of downvotes) was about 67. No user-specific information is part of our analysis or dataset. Additionally, no text from the submissions or the comments is used.

Preliminary Analysis & Findings

The dataset presented in this paper could be used to answer a variety of research questions in the computational social sciences. In this section, we provide a preliminary descriptive analysis to illustrate key features of the dataset and demonstrate its potential for future research.

Most Common Headline Frames

Based on the headline frame annotations generated by GPT-4, the most common headline stance in our dataset was anti-CRT (43.06% of headlines), followed by neutral (37.36%) and defending CRT (19.57%). When we plot the headline stance occurrence over time (not shown), we find that anti-CRT stance remained the dominant class until July 2021, after which neutral and anti-CRT stances became about equally common. This suggests that CRT news headlines, especially those that reported on CRT before July 2021, tend to have language that favors an anti-CRT viewpoint.

Additionally, the most common primary actor in our dataset was political influencers (56.56% of headlines), followed by educational practitioners (17.99%), none / other actor (16.29%), and impacted actors (9.15%). This suggests that the majority of CRT news headlines tend to feature actors like legislatures, governors, and political commentators. Notably, the proportion of headlines with impacted actors (i.e. students and parents) as the primary actor was lowest, making up less than 10 percent of the headlines. Broadly, these trends held over time (see Figure 1). This indicates that CRT is more commonly framed as a “top-down” political issue, and is less commonly framed as a grassroots political issue, among articles in our dataset. In other words, the headline-worthy events in the anti-CRT movement do not seem to occur at a grassroots level.

This paper does not diagnose headlines that were labeled as “none / other” for the primary actor category. However, future work could attempt to characterize the headlines and primary actors in this category.

Validating our Results

Although it is difficult to establish a “ground truth” for news coverage data, we can compare our GDELT Project data with other data sources to feel more confident that our GDELT results capture actual news trends. Figure 2 charts CRT news coverage over time (from August 2020 to December 2022), measured as a proportion of overall U.S. news articles mentioning schools. The chart shows two identifiable peaks: first, the largest peak in June-July 2021, and then a smaller secondary peak in November 2021.

These peaks in CRT controversy are also reflected in similar datasets over this time period. For example, in addition to their Internet News Archive, the GDELT Project main-
Figure 2: Headlines from our news dataset relevant to CRT (as a proportion of “school” related articles) over time. Data source: GDELT DOC 2.0 API

Figure 3: Number of 15-second cable news clips per month mentioning CRT, as a subset of 24-hour news clip coverage. Data source: GDELT Television News Archive, api.gdeltproject.org/api/v2/summary/summary?d=iatv

tains a TV News Archive.\textsuperscript{15} The TV News Archive contains all 15-second clips from 24-hour coverage of major American cable news networks since 2009. Compared to the Internet News Archive, the TV News Archive is more limited in scope, but we can be more confident that the dataset reliably captures all coverage for a given news network in a specified time period. Figure 3 shows that the two peaks in CRT-relevant coverage for TV news match up with the peaks for internet news: it shows a large peak in June 2021 and a secondary peak in November 2021.

Finally, these two distinct peaks are also visible in Google Trends data. Google Trends analyzes Google users’ web searches to determine the popularity of searches in a certain time period.\textsuperscript{16} We looked at Google Trends data for the search term “critical race theory” in the same time period as our dataset, as shown in Figure 4. The search volume is normalized and measured on a scale from 0-100, where 100 represents the peak search volume. We find that the Google search data roughly follows the same trend as both our dataset (based on GDELT online news data) and television news coverage of CRT. The similarities between changes in political salience of CRT over time, as measured with different metrics and depicted through Figures 2, 3, and 4, supports the validity of our news article dataset.

Identifying Trendsetter States and State-Specific Events

One unique element of critical race theory controversy compared to other national political issues is that many CRT-related political actions took place at the state level. For example, in states all around the country, governors issued executive orders, state legislatures introduced new legislation, and local school boards passed CRT policies (Alexander et al. 2023). To get a full picture of CRT news coverage across the U.S., it is essential that researchers have access to state-specific data. Our dataset includes tags by mention of 49 states (excluding Washington) for this purpose. The following analysis demonstrates how article data tagged by state can help us explain trends in CRT news coverage over time. However, there are many more potential uses for this regional metadata. Political scientists may consider investigating the relationship between CRT online news coverage and other state variables such as state demographics, state-specific CRT legislation, and state political leadership.

To start exploring the key states whose news coverage may have shaped CRT controversies in the U.S., we can look more closely at the results from the two most striking peaks in CRT-related news in our combined national dataset. As mentioned in the previous subsection, these peaks took place around June-July 2021 and October-November 2021.

First, let’s investigate the first peak, which appears in June-July 2021. To isolate CRT news coverage trends for the most salient states, we identified the states with the five highest rates of CRT-relevant news in the time period: Florida, Oklahoma, Virginia, Idaho, and Montana. After visualizing the coverage trends in these states,\textsuperscript{17} we found that the initial shape of CRT news coverage trends in these states was

\textsuperscript{15}https://api.gdeltproject.org/api/v2/summary/summary?d=iatv

\textsuperscript{16}https://newsinitiative.withgoogle.com/resources/trainings/google-trends-understanding-the-data/

\textsuperscript{17}Visualizations for this trend, and any other state-specific trend, can be generated using code in the Zenodo repository.
Figure 5: The second major peak in CRT news coverage (as a proportion of total school-related coverage), illustrated with five states that had the highest proportion of CRT articles in the time period. We identified events in the top five states that correspond to spikes in coverage: (1) Oklahoma ACLU files lawsuit against ban on CRT; (2) Debate over CRT played a large role in Glenn Youngkin’s Virginia gubernatorial campaign; (3) Mississippi Senators walked out of the state legislature to protest CRT ban; (4) South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem issues an anti-CRT executive order; (5) Florida Department of Education rejects math textbooks over CRT concerns.

relatively unified. Notably, Idaho has the first spike starting as early as April 2021, while Florida had a higher peak relevance proportion than the other states. This is consistent with real-world events, since Idaho was one of the first states to pass a bill to ban teaching about critical race theory in classrooms, and was also one of only two states whose legislation explicitly used the term “critical race theory” (Ray and Gibbons 2021). Additionally, Florida governor Ron DeSantis’ status as a nationally prominent conservative leader likely contributed to the high rates of Florida-related CRT news in this time period.

Next, let’s investigate the second peak, which appears in October-November 2021. Based on the zoomed-in view of coverage by state shown in Figure 5, we notice that the state-specific peaks in this time period appear to be less unified than in the first peak. To isolate the most salient states, we identified the states with the five highest rates of CRT-relevant news in the time period: Florida, Oklahoma, Virginia, Mississippi, and South Dakota. By conducting a qualitative analysis of the headlines for each state in this time period, we can make inferences about key events that shaped the national conversation surrounding CRT. After manually reviewing headlines from the dataset, we identified events in the top five states that correspond to spikes in coverage for the given period. The results are shown in Figure 5.

Sources with Republican Audience Bias Dominated Initial CRT Coverage

The URLs in our database were collected from a variety of online news sources across 1,684 unique web domains. Based on the formulation of the partisan audience bias score metric (Robertson et al. 2018), along with other publications that use PAB scores (Kawakami, Umarova, and Mustafaraj 2020; Perreuralt et al. 2023), one might expect that the PAB scores for URLs in our dataset would be relatively normally distributed in the range from -1 to 1.

However, this is not what we observe. Instead, the distribution of PAB scores was highly skewed toward domains that tend to be shared by Republicans.

Figure 6: Distribution of partisan audience bias scores in our CRT news dataset. The distribution is highly skewed toward domains that tend to be shared by Republicans.
cans, and that Republican domains were especially overrepresented in the first year of news coverage of CRT. This is consistent with our finding that language with an anti-CRT stance was most common in headlines published before July 2021. Additionally, it aligns with our previous understandings about the emergence of CRT controversy, which was largely driven by conservative political figures.

**Limitations & Ethical Considerations**

Previous publications have explored limitations of the GDELT repository, including problems related to GDELT’s over-collection of non-news documents, lack of methods for pruning false positive articles, and difficulties matching up GDELT news archives with other similar datasets to demonstrate validity (Ward et al. 2013; Kwak and An 2016). Researchers who hope to use this dataset should carefully consider their use case and its tolerance for false positives and missed news articles. Users should also note that offensive content could exist in the GDELT news headline data. Since our dataset specifically targets articles about CRT, a political issue that plays on longstanding racial tensions in the U.S., racially discriminatory language may appear in the data.

Additionally, many headlines in our dataset are missing partisan audience bias scores, or do not match any Reddit posts from the Pushshift Reddit dataset. In particular, the small number of Reddit posts that matched with headline URLs may limit future research that aims to use Reddit data. We did not conduct a thorough review of the 6,530 URLs (34.9%) with missing PAB scores, so future analysis should consider the possibility that the PAB scores are missing not at random. Since the original PAB scores dataset contains 19,022 domains collected from websites shared on Twitter, we predict that the domains without PAB scores are from more obscure sources that are less commonly shared online.

This dataset does not contain any personally identifiable information and primarily relies on publicly accessible news data that was produced with the intention of its publication on the web. Therefore, we do not foresee major misuses or negative societal impacts of this work. To abide by FAIR Data Principles, we have published a Zenodo repository that includes our dataset, code, and supplemental data required to reproduce our results. The repository is Findable using the DOI URL https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10516191, and it includes documentation and file types that are intended to support the Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable principles of FAIRness.

One limitation in our dataset’s FAIRness is that the protocol for reproducing GPT-4 annotations is not completely Accessible. Since GPT-4 is a closed-source model managed by OpenAI, we have some concern about the explainability and reproducibility of our GPT-4 generated results. Previous research indicates that GPT-3 has systematic left-leaning political bias, which may also hold for GPT-4 and influence the annotation results (Motoki, Pinho Neto, and Rodrigues 2024). Additionally, reproducibility is not accessible to those who do not have the time or budget to make requests to GPT-4 with the OpenAI API pricing and rate limits. Although this limitation is a detriment to FAIRness, this also demonstrates the value of this dataset, which allows redistribution and re-use of the results from our GPT requests.

**Conclusion**

This paper presents a novel dataset of annotated U.S. news headlines related to critical race theory that were published online from August 2020 through December 2022. In addition to news headlines, URLs, and tags by state gathered from the GDELT Project database, the dataset includes news frame annotations generated by GPT-4. These news frame annotations identify the headline stance (anti-CRT, defending CRT, or neutral) and primary actor (political influencer, educational practitioner, impacted actor, or none/other actor) in each headline. The dataset is further augmented with partisan audience bias scores to indicate the Democratic or Republican audience bias of the news article URL domain. Reddit engagement data was also added for URLs that appear in Reddit posts from Pushshift dumps. From a preliminary analysis of our dataset, we found that the timeline chart of CRT-relevant coverage in our dataset generally followed similar trends as CRT coverage data from cable TV networks and Google Trends data. Overall, we found that the partisan audience bias scores of the URLs leaned Republican, and that the most common news headline annotations were an anti-CRT stance and had a political primary actor. We hope that this dataset can be used for future research contributions in political science, computational social science, and natural language processing.
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(g) Did you discuss any potential misuse of your work? Yes, see Limitations section.

(h) Did you describe steps taken to prevent or mitigate potential negative outcomes of the research, such as data and model documentation, data anonymization, responsible release, access control, and the reproducibility of findings? Yes, the Zenodo repository includes data and code for documentation and reproducibility.
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(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? Yes, a URL to the Zenodo dataset with replication data and code is available as a footnote on the first page.

(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they were chosen)? Yes, all scripts are included in the replication data and code repository: https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10516190

(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments multiple times)? No, our procedure queried a large language model with temperature set to zero, which leads to deterministic output. Therefore, error bars are not necessary.

(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type of GPUs, internal, cluster, or cloud provider)? Yes, in the methods section.

(e) Do you justify how the proposed evaluation is sufficient and appropriate to the claims made? Yes, in the methods section.

(f) Do you discuss what is “the cost” of misclassification and fault (in)tolerance? Yes, in the methods section.

5. Additionally, if you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets, without compromising anonymity...

(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? Yes, cited creators and/or data sources for GDELT Project data, partisan audience bias scores, and Reddit data.

(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? Yes, for GDELT data and partisan audience bias scores.

(c) Did you include any new assets in the supplemental material or as a URL? Yes, it is available in the data and code replication Zenodo repository.

(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re using/curating? No, the dataset does not contain any personal data.

(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable information or offensive content? Yes, in the Methods section for Reddit metrics and in the Limitations section.

(f) If you are curating or releasing new datasets, did you discuss how you intend to make your datasets FAIR? Yes, in Limitations section.

(g) If you are curating or releasing new datasets, did you create a Datasheet for the Dataset? No. This dataset paper, along with the Zenodo repository with replication code and data, addresses the main motivations, uses, ethical concerns, and limitations of the dataset.
6. Additionally, if you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects, **without compromising anonymity**...

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots? Yes, these materials are provided in the replication data and code Zenodo repository.

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with mentions of Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals? NA

(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent on participant compensation? Yes, in the methods section.

(d) Did you discuss how data is stored, shared, and deidentified? Data is stored and shared in the replication data and code Zenodo repository. Deidentification was not necessary.